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Social capital is one of the most fundamental concepts in social computing. Individual social capital is often
connected with one’s happiness levels, well-being, and propensity to cooperate with others. The dominant
approach for quantifying individual social capital remains self-reported surveys and generator-methods,
which are costly, attention-consuming, and fraught with biases. Given the important role played by mobile
phones in mediating human social lives, this study explores the use of phone metadata (call and SMS logs)
to automatically infer an individual’s social capital. Based on Williams’ Social Capital survey as ground
truth and ten-week phone data collection for 55 participants, we report that (1) multiple phone-based social
features are intrinsically associated with social capital; and (2) analytics algorithms utilizing phone data can
achieve high accuracy at automatically inferring an individual’s bridging, bonding, and overall social capital
scores. Results pave way for studying social capital and its temporal dynamics at an unprecedented scale.
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INTRODUCTION
Social capital describes the ability of individuals or groups to access resources embedded in their social
network [8, 12]. Its presence in a network has been found to have significant effects at community as well as
individual level. At a societal level, multiple studies have connected an increase in social capital to better
public health, lower crime rates, and more efﬁcient ﬁnancial markets [2]. Putnam (2000) links a decline in
social capital to increased social disorder, reduced participation in civic activities, and potentially more
distrust among community members [40]. On an individual level, social capital has been connected with
higher levels of life satisfaction, trust, and mental health [26].
The use of social capital in various disciplines (politics, sociology, public policy, communication, social
computing) has underscored the challenges in identifying a reliable measure for it.
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An early study of social capital focused on societal-level social capital and used levels of social trust, participation in voluntary associations, and other forms of political and civic engagement as indictors of social
capital [40]. However, this method was critiqued as measuring the cause and consequences of social capital
rather than its constructs [20, 30].
Similarly, multiple approaches have also been proposed to measure individual level social capital (the focus of this work). Traditional approaches for quantifying individual social capital have focused on aspects
that could be simply observed (e.g., gender, race, age) or elicited in a small period of time in lab settings (e.g.,
via surveys and generator methods) [24, 32, 33, 21, 50]. However, each of these approaches relies on active
human reporting and must contend with numerous hurdles such as subjectivity in re-ports and observations, social and cognitive biases, and narrow observation chances, while dealing with pressures such as
budget, time, and the effort required [22].
Social capital has also been formulated as a function of an individual’s interactions with their strong and
weak ties [31]. Social network sites in particular allow for a characterization of an individual’s network and
quantify their interactions with bridging and bonding ties within the network. Social media usage, therefore, has been studied in an attempt to provide a standardizable measure of social capital [16, 17, 9]. More
recently, smartphones have created convenient interfaces to access social network apps and remain “constantly connected”. Research has explored the impact of this affordance on an individual’s social capital and
found a positive relationship between the intensity of access to social network sites via smartphones and
social capital [28, 39]. These studies however, still rely on the use of self-reported data for measuring social
behavior, and in turn, quantifying social capital. This again limits the scalability of these approaches due to
the costs of human time and attention. Similarly, recent studies have also tested the relationship between
communication frequency and tie strength [53]. While this study operationalizes communication using
phone metadata, it attempts to quantify tie strengths rather than looking at the overall social capital that an
individual has access to. As such, there are no current approaches that infer an individual’s social capital levels
without the need for active human effort.
As the use of smartphones continues to grow, the volume of metadata generated by individuals using
these phones is also increasing. Emerging research has explored the potential of using information passively
(i.e. without active human effort) gathered from these phone-mediated interactions to make predictions
about an individual’s economic status [7], personality traits [13], and well-being [43].
Building upon this line of work, this exploratory study examines the possibility of using phone metadata
to automatically infer an individual’s social capital by investigating the following research questions:
RQ1: Do long-term phone-use patterns have some intrinsic associations with an individual’s social capital?
RQ2: Can a data analytics algorithm be used to automatically infer individual social capital based on phone
metadata?
The ability to assess a user’s social capital through automatically generated data could allow for individuals to keep track of their own social capital scores (just like fitness trackers and credit scores) easily over
time and have options to receive suggestions and recommendations.
As a first step towards this vision, this work analyzes data from a 10-week long field study involving
phone metadata collection via a mobile app and uses Williams Social Capital Survey as the “ground truth”
[54]. We report that a Lasso regression analysis of phone metadata can be used to automatically infer an
individual’s social capital with high accuracy.

2 STUDY
The data used in this paper was obtained as part of the Rutgers Well-being Study. The participants for
the study were recruited using flyers, email announcements, and social media posts in the area surrounding
Rutgers University. The participants needed to: (1) be between 18-75 years of age; (2) comfortable with written and oral English; (3) use an Android smartphone; (4) carry their phone on them most of the time; and (5)
be willing and able to travel to the study site for three in-person sessions. This can hence be considered a
convenience sample, which was considered acceptable, given the exploratory nature of this work.
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Participants in this study were asked to attend three in-person sessions for surveys and install a mobile
application onto their smartphone. A screenshot of the app is presented in Figure 1. The app was developed
using the “Funf in a box” framework [3] and was released via a URL shared with the study participants.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the app used for this study.
The app recorded anonymized call and SMS metadata (calls/sms initiated or received - number, times and
anonymized id but no actual audio or text). The app also recorded location metadata, which is not relevant
to the current discussion, though.
The study included 59 participants. However, some of the participants did not complete all the surveys,
and some did not enter their unique identifying code consistently across different surveys, resulting in a set
of 55 participants for whom we have the mobile-based data as well as the scores for the two surveys of
interest (more details on surveys presented later). The survey order was randomized for different participants. Participation in this study was voluntary to the study was incentivized monetarily. The participants
were compensated up to a sum of $100 on successful completion of the study over the ten-week period.
The sample consisted of 36 male and 19 female participants (university population is 50% male, 50% female). The most common age group for participants was 18-21 years, the most common education level was
“some college,” the median annual family income was in the range $35,000-$49,000 and 96% of them were
single. All personnel involved with the study underwent human subject training and IRB certification. All
data were anonymized before analysis.
A summary of the data collected over the ten-week period in Spring 2015 is shown in Table 1. The participants on average made 511 phone calls (median = 312; minimum = 43; maximum = 2,711) and exchanged
3,413 sms messages (median = 2,423; minimum = 21; maximum = 17,625) over this period.
Table 1. Summary of data considered in this study.
Data type
Calls
SMS
Surveys

Number of participants
55
55
55

Data points
28,132 calls
187,720 messages
2 surveys per participant.
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3 MEASURES
3.1 Social Capital
This survey was based on the Williams (2006) Internet Social Capital Scales (ISCS) [54]. This survey has
been actively used by multiple studies in the literature (>750 citations as per Google Scholar) including
recently by one to study associations between Facebook usage and social capital [17]. While the original
survey was intended to measure ‘online’ social capital and contrast it with the ‘offline’ social capital, we
were interested in a general purpose interpretation of social capital. Hence, we removed the words ‘online’
and ‘offline’ in the survey to get a general purpose understanding of an individual’s social capital. For example, the question “when I feel lonely, there are several people online (respectively offline) I can talk to”,
was simply replaced by “when I feel lonely, there are several people I can talk to.”
This survey consisted of 20 questions (10 related to bonding social capital and 10 related to bridging social capital). While bridging social capital focuses on access to newer resources and information obtained
from diverse ties, bonding social capital quantifies the access to emotional and substantive support from
close ties. The participants were asked to answer the question on a 5-point scale ranging from Strongly
Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5). The sum of bridging and bonding scores gave the overall social capital
score.
A descriptive summary of the scores is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Descriptive summary of social capital scores
Bridging Social Capital

Minimum
27

Bonding Social Capital

21

Overall Social Capital

55

Maximum
50

Median
40

Mean
40.45

45

35

35.85

93

76.30

75

3.2 Demographic Descriptors
The participants were also asked questions about their demography (age, gender, marital status, ethnicity, level of education, and family income level).

3.3 Characterizing Phone-based Social Behavior
At a conceptual level, social capital has been connected with an individual’s relative position in the network [30]. On a more granular level, the influence of strong and weak ties in a network has also been connected to social capital [52]. Such features have been operationalized over online social networks [25] and
recently over phone networks in different contexts [13, 53]. At an empirical level, multiple recent efforts
have quantified different aspects of individual behavior based on phone metadata with a goal to identify
personal traits and well-being [13, 36, 42, 45, 24, 27].
Based on a survey of existing literature we characterize phone use features into five categories to understand different aspects of an individual’s social behavior. In defining these features (total 26), we integrate
some of the more obvious usage patterns (total number of calls/sms) with more nuanced/exploratory aspects
of phone usage while still keeping the number of features manageable.
A summary of the features considered in this study is presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summary of features considered in this study.
Types of features

Prior literature support

Features

Communication
Frequency

Coleman[8];
Ellison et al. [12];
Min et al. [30]; deMontjoye et al. [9]

Call_Count,
Sms_Count,
Distinct_users_call,
Distinct_users_sms,
Distinct_users_called_outgoing
Total_call_duration,
Number_of_calls_per_day

Reciprocity

Putnam [34];
Williams [45];
Ghosh et al. [18];
Kovanen et al. [23]

InOut_ratio
Call_response_rate
Call_response_latency

Tie Strength

Lin [24];
Granovetter [17];
Gilbert et al. [19]

Diversity, Loyalty, and Novelty
in interactions

Putnam [34];
Granovetter [17];
Singh et al. [37];
Eagle et al. [11]

Call_strong_ties_ratio
Sms_strong_ties_ratio
Call_strong_ties_value
Sms_strong_ties_value
Call_Entropy
Sms_Entropy
Call_Loyalty
Sms_Loyalty
Number_of_new_contacts_called
Number_new_contacts_outgoing
Time_spend_with_new_contacts

Temporal
Rhythms

Abdullah et al. [1]; Saeb
et al. [35]; deMontjoye et
al. [9]

DayNight12am_call
DayNight12am_sms
Auto_regularity_1
Auto_regularity_7
Auto_regularity_31

3.3.1 Communication Frequency. Prior research links the frequency of interactions with an individual’s
network with their social capital [12, 16]. From the perspective of phone usage, interaction frequency can be
measured as a function of the total calls/sms exchanged by the individual [36, 13]. This includes the
calls/sms made to and received from distinct individuals, the total duration of calls, and the number of calls
made per day. A high count on these measures would imply that the person is more socially active.
3.3.2 Reciprocity. Along with the frequency of communication, the ease with which communication is
conducted can also be a significant predictor of an individual’s social capital [41, 54]. People who are easy to
contact can be said to engage with a wider social network than those who remain unavailable. Here, ease of
access is operationalized using features related to accepting or rejecting calls [24, 29]. This includes the ratio
of incoming to outgoing calls, call response rate (percentage of missed calls responded back), and the time
taken to respond to missed calls. These features taken together provide an understanding of how keen is the
individual to engage with calls initiated by others in the network.
3.3.3 Tie Strength. Significant prior literature connects strong and weak ties with social capital [30, 23].
Since frequency of interaction is an important predictor of tie strength [25], to quantify the relative role of
different types of ties in one’s social network we approximate “strong ties” as the top-third most frequent of
their contacts [45, 56]. For both calls and SMS, we quantify the number of interactions that take place with
these “strong ties” as well as the relative percentage of all interactions that take place with these contacts.
3.3.4 Diversity, Loyalty, and Novelty in Interactions. The relationship between a diverse network and an
increased social capital is well documented in literature [41, 23]. Prior literature has also connected phone-
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based diversity and loyalty with an individual’s propensity to cooperate [45]. From the perspective of phone
usage, we quantify diversity as:

D𝑖 = − ∑𝑗 𝑝𝑖𝑗 log 𝑏 𝑝𝑖𝑗

(1)

where pij is the percentage of communication (call/sms) between individual ‘i’ and ‘j', and 'b' is the total
number of contacts. This diversity score is based on Shannon Entropy and is a measure of how evenly the
individual communicates across different contacts [15]. An individual with low diversity distributes her
communication unevenly across contacts, whereas an individual with high diversity spends time evenly
across many contacts. We similarly, define “loyalty” as the percentage of communication (call/sms) occurring only with the top three contacts of an individual [47]. A high loyalty score (close to 1) would indicate a
tendency to prefer repeated interactions with a small number of favourite connections.
Further, an important aspect of social capital is the growth of networks. Hence, we also consider “new
contacts” i.e. those who are not present in the first four weeks of the data collection period. We characterize
the number of new contacts, number of such new contacts for outgoing calls, and the time spent in talking
to these new contacts.
3.3.5 Temporal Rhythms. While mobile phones allow us to be always connected and available, prior research has documented a difference in the interactions made during phases of the day (e.g. morning, evening, night). Further, interactions during late night (past midnight) have been shown to have predictive power on mental health and well-being [1, 27, 42]. Hence, to understand the rhythms in user activity i.e. consistency across different phases and to capture the late night communication activity, we quantify temporal
phone usage pattern as the ratio of calls/sms received during AM Phase (12 AM – 1:59 AM) to calls/sms
received during the PM phase (12 PM – 11:59 PM). In the considered dataset individuals tended to have more
communication during the PM phase. Hence a higher score for this metric would indicate a more even
spread of communication across 24 hours and also indicate more late night and before noon activity.
Further, multiple recent studies have connected regularity in an individual’s behavior with aspects of
their personality, financial outcomes, and academic performance [13, 46, 10]. We model the regularity for an
individual based on ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) time-series coefficients [48, 9].
Specifically, we define regularity scores based on coefficients quantifying the degree to which knowing a
person’s number of calls made on an “earlier” day (yesterday, previous week, and previous month) can predict their number of phone calls for today.

4 RESULTS – INFERRING SOCIAL CAPITAL
4.1 Predictive Model
Predicting social capital level is a regression problem; that is, predicting an outcome variable (i.e., social
capital level) from a set of input predictors (i.e., phone-based features). We utilize Lasso (Least Absolute
Shrinkage and Selection Operator) [48] regularized linear regression model as our predictive model. Lasso
minimizes the sum of squared errors, with a bound on the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients.
Thus, Lasso automatically selects more relevant features and discards redundant features. We have D = 26
input features and N = 55 training cases. Lasso has been specifically designed to help identify relevant features (i.e., predictors) in such settings (N not much greater than D), while avoiding overfitting [5].
We use Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between the model’s predicted value and the “ground truth”
survey value to quantify the prediction performance. This is also closely related to the coefficient of deter2
2
mination (R ) of the model [35]. Both, r and R values range from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates that the model
perfectly fits the data. We also report the mean absolute error (MAE). A smaller MAE is preferred because it
indicates that the predictions are closer to the ground truth. The MAE is in the same unit as the predicted
variable and is hence relatively easy to interpret.
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4.2 Prediction Results
We evaluate nine different prediction models in this work. These correspond to three different target
variables (overall social capital, bonding social capital, and bridging social capital) and three different approaches (phone feature-based, demography-based, and phone + demography based). Demography based
features have been connected with social capital in numerous studies (e.g., [55]) and hence we use this approach as a baseline. Specifically, the difference between the demography-based model and the phonefeatures based model helps us interpret the predictive power of phone-based features. Further, the combined
phone + demography model quantifies the performance in scenarios where demography information is
already available (e.g., to the phone company, automatically derived via phone features [57], or surveyed
once to allow for repeated social capital inferences over time.)
We apply leave-one-subject-out cross validation [5] to determine the parameters for Lasso and the
weights for each feature in each evaluation. The results for the evaluation in terms of correlation coefficients between predicted and actual scores for the target variable are summarized in Table 4. (The results for
2
R follow a similar pattern with squared values.)
Table 4. Correlation between the predicted values based on different models and the real values of
overall social capital, bonding social capital, and bridging social capital.

Overall Social Capital

Phone Features
based Model
0.70

Demography based
Model
0.20

Phone + Demography
based Model
0.79

Bonding Social Capital

0.71

0.16

0.80

Bridging Social Capital

0.63

0.30

0.78

As can be seen in Table 4, the predicted social capital strongly correlates with the ground truth with r =
0.70 (p < 0.01). The results for bridging and bonding social capital also follow a similar trend and the corresponding r values are 0.71 and 0.63 respectively. As a baseline for comparison we also consider models that
focus only on the available demographic features (age, gender, marital status, ethnicity, level of education,
and family income level). While demographics explain some variance in the social capital levels, it can be
clearly seen that phone-based features provide much higher predictive performance than that obtained by
using only demography-based features. This underscores the value of phone-based features in automatically
predicting social capital scores for individuals.
Lastly, the models that use both phone and demography based data yield predictions with correlations in
the range of 0.78 to 0.80. This suggests that phone features are not merely replacements for demography2
based features but rather, add complementary information. The corresponding R values for these models
are in the range 0.62, 0.64, and 0.61 respectively indicating that the models capture more than 60% of the
variance in the social capital levels.
Table 5. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for the predicted values based on different models and the
real values of overall social capital, bonding social capital, and bridging social capital.

Overall Social Capital

Phone Features
based Model
4.96

Demography
based Model
6.70

Phone + Demography
based Model
4.39

Bonding Social Capital

2.47

3.45

2.11

Bridging Social Capital

3.39

4.21

2.70
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We also report the Mean Absolute Errors between the actual and predicted values in Table 5. For instance, the MAE for the predicted social capital score using phone and demographic data was found to be
4.39, indicating that the predictions are within ±4.39 of the “ground truth” or survey based values of social
capital scores. We also note that the phone based models consistently yield lower errors than demography
based models, and combining the phone and demography data yields the models with the lowest error rates.
Note also that the values for social capital score can theoretically range between 20 and 100, hence a range
of ±4.39 as obtained by the predictive models here can be considered a reasonable approximation of the
survey based score.

4.3 Correlation Analysis
To understand the relative effect of different phone-based features on bridging, bonding, and overall social capital, we undertook a post-hoc Pearson’s correlation analysis between the social capital scores obtained from the survey and phone-based features. In the interest of space we focus on the associations found
to be significant for at least one of the three variables of interest (overall social capital, bridging social capital, and bonding social capital) and the results are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. Bivariate correlation between phone-based features and overall social capital, bonding
social capital, and bridging social capital.

InOut_ratio

Bridging Social
Capital
-0.35**

Bonding Social
Capital
-0.08

Overall Social
Capital
-0.27

Distinct_users_call

0.30*

0.07

0.23

Distinct_users_sms
Distinct_users_called_outgoing

0.28*
0.34*

0.09
0.10

0.23
0.27*

Call_response_latency

-0.29*

-0.09

-0.23

Number_ new_
contacts_outgoing

0.27*

0.08

0.21

DayNight12am_sms

0.27

0.28*

0.31*

For bridging social capital, the highest association was found with the InOut ratio of calls (r = -0.35). The
negative association underscores the importance of outgoing calls in social capital. From the perspective of
social capital (especially, bridging social capital), it is just as important to initiate relationships as it is to be
available to other members of the network. Similarly, we note that the number of individuals contacted in
outgoing calls is positively associated with bridging social capital (r = 0.34). Further, the number of distinct
users in one’s network (call or SMS) and new contacts are positively associated with bridging social capital.
Lastly, giving prompt response to missed calls is also associated with higher bridging social capital.
Prior research has highlighted that bridging and bonding social capital might be associated with very different aspects of an individual’s life [41] and this is also reflected in the associations observed here. For
bonding social capital, we find a significant correlation between SMS messages received after 12 am and
bonding scores (r = 0.28). A possible interpretation is that messages received late at night are likely to be
from close family or friends, therefore, a higher number of such messages would imply that the individual
had access to a larger number of strong ties in their network.
We notice that the associations between overall social capital and phone features are interpretable based
on those found for bridging and bonding social capital. The results underscore the value of initiating calls,
talking to multiple individuals in such calls, and access to contacts with whom one can interact even at less
common hours (i.e. during AM phase).
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5 DISCUSSION
The first research question (RQ1) for this work aimed at understanding the associations (if any) between
long-term phone-use patterns and an individual’s social capital. Based on the reasonably high explanatory
power at a collective level (regression analysis) and multiple significant associations at an individual level
(correlation analysis), we report that many of the phone-based features may indeed be intricately associated
with individual social capital.
The results of correlation analysis are largely in line with prior literature [41, 30]. At the same time, they
expand the understanding of these ties and the associations to how they manifest themselves over
smartphones. The smartphone is a convenient, highly accessible, and capable device that is well suited to
share and disclose information. It is a two-way device, creating and consuming information, is highly personal, and is almost always available. Based on Beale’s (2005) work, this study treats people connected via
the smartphone as part of a social network and interactions performed within this network communicative
of existing bridging and bonding ties [6].
This is in line with Altman’s Information Exchange Theory [4], which suggests that individuals need to
exchange information in order to build and maintain healthy ties. This has also been tested and found in
social network studies in the past [16]. We have found evidence of a similar phenomenon occurring over
phone based social networks [6]. The Social Exchange Theory [18] also stresses on the importance of rules
or norms existing within a network that assist the evolution of relationships in a network. The theory discusses the importance of norms as the “guidelines of interactional processes” [18]. The relevance of this
theory has been observed in user behavior online shopping networks [44], we find smartphone interactions
are guided by a similar set of rules or norms.
Different networks (or different ties in the network) may have different social capital implications. Multiple associations point to the value of size of the network as well as initiating communication. We also find
the delay in responding to calls to be associated with social capital. Reciprocity is an important aspect of
maintaining network relationships and has been linked with an increase in social capital [41, 45]. By responding to missed calls immediately an individual can show willingness to be accessed by others within
the network. Conversely, a delay in response may be demonstrative of a lack of interest in others in the
network. The Social Exchange Theory presents reciprocity as a guideline for interactional behavior, [18] for
example, a person who receives a favor from another in a group is likely to give a favor in return. Therefore,
characteristics of relationships—such as reciprocity can be used as a predictor of social capital.
A feature of potential interest is the ratio of phone usage during the AM phase (midnight – 11:59 am) to
the PM phase. In the considered dataset, the AM phase corresponds to the less socially active time period,
and a higher score on this feature corresponds to more than usual activity during this period. Mobile phones
allow an individual the possibility of being constantly connected to one’s family and friends [11], however,
etiquette dictates that most communications are made in more common or “regular” hours. Therefore, the
analysis of phone-use patterns at irregular times could provide useful insights into an individual’s social
network. In past studies, late night communication has been connected with stress and potentially the need
for social support [1]. This suggests a future research direction where the temporality of interactions between individuals should be studied for its associations with strength of ties, as well as diversity in network
structure.
The second research question for this work (RQ2) focused on the feasibility of a data analytics algorithm
to automatically infer individual social capital based on phone metadata. Based on the results of the Lasso
regression models, we report that phone-based features can perform reasonably well at estimating the social
capitals as obtained via survey methods. The correlation between the predicted and the actual overall social
capital scores was 0.7 and this went up to 0.79 in case demography data were also available. As many of the
demography variables are often available to phone service and app providers, can be inferred using phone
metadata [19], or require one-time input, they can often be used in conjunction with phone based features.
The resulting model can explain 61% of the variance observed in social capital scores and with a MAE of
±4.39 indicates that the predictions are within ±4.39 of the “ground truth” or survey based values of social
capital scores
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This work is intended to start a conversation on the topic of automated inference of social capital, rather
than be a final word on it. It considers a relatively high number of features (26) given the modest sample size
(55). This limits the statistical power available for some of the analysis. For instance, the data is not suitable
for stricter Bonferroni correction with correlation analysis. Hence, we will be cautious in generalizing the
results to larger populations until they are verified at scale. We try to ameliorate these concerns by using
Lasso regression that is specifically designed to avoid overfitting in such scenarios and consider the correlation analysis only as a post-hoc interpretation mechanism.
We note the moral and ethical considerations in building a social capital score based solely on passive
data collection [49]. However, this score is intended to help individuals gain an awareness of their social
network and the resources they potentially have access to. We also recognize the privacy implications of
using an individual’s smartphone metadata, however, we suggest using explicit opt-in measures that allow
individuals to retain control of their information (e.g. via OpenPDS [14]). While a more nuanced policy
debate is required, rather than abstaining from presenting such outcomes, we choose to raise awareness
about these new prospects and informing the policy debate around them.
The phone based predictions obtained here are not an exact replication of the scores obtained by the survey. However, the associations found paint a vision forward and the explanatory power achieved is comparable to those found in similar social computing studies [16, 27]. Given the limitation of sample size, we
believe the correlation scores (0.70-0.80) obtained here show a promising direction for the automated prediction of an individual’s social capital.
Despite certain limitations, this paper makes an important contribution towards the literature on social
computing. While previous efforts have studied self-reported interconnections between social behavior and
social capital, there is no existing effort that has studied the potential of using automated phone-based data
to infer and predict the social capital scores for individuals.

6 IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Social capital has a significant influence on a wide-ranging set of socioeconomic phenomena [2, 40, 41].
Just like an ability to check one’s credit score or fitness scores periodically allows one to plan aspects of
one’s life better, an ability to measure evolving social capital score could yield multiple benefits. The ability
to track one’s social capital via the phone, without having the need for complicated surveys or generator
methods makes it a convenient way to get an ongoing assessment of how their daily interactions impact
their social capital and potentially even suggest how it can be increased. Given the associations between
social capital and multiple other facets of human life (e.g., mental health, well-being) an ability to keep track
of one’s score could help individuals plan their lifestyles and activities better. For instance, a user may
choose to build up towards specific goals in terms of social capital in preparation for important life events
(e.g., job search). Similarly, a user who has faced issues with social support or loneliness in the past, may
keep an eye out for the trends in their social capital and take pre-emptive corrective actions, where appropriate. An automated social capital score can also act as a certification of an individual's social credentials. It
reflects the individual's accessibility to resources through social networks and relationships. Thus, in certain
conditions, an individual may choose to divulge this information to potential partners and collaborators.
Further, given the intricate associations between social capital and multiple societal outcomes (e.g., civic
engagement, innovation, and economic mobility) an ability to continuously infer the social capital levels for
billions of phone-users can have significant epistemological advantages as well as societal impact. It could
allow for creating more nuanced understanding of the impact of social behaviors (e.g., rejecting phone calls)
on social capital, expose phenomena that can simply not be studied in lab-settings (e.g., contagion in social
capital across networks of millions of users). Similarly, the proposed approach could be used to replace the
costly implementation of manual social capital surveys across countries, like the one initiated recently by
the OECD [38], with phone based measurements, and eventually create real-time census of social capital
levels in different cities and nations.
Further work in this direction includes a more nuanced policy conversation as well as validation at scale
with more, diverse, participants and additional phone features (e.g. communication app usage and bluetooth
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based face to face interactions). This research needs to be followed by studies that explore the relationships
between smartphone metadata and social capital with nationally representative samples. A larger sample
size would also support statistical analysis of a larger number of features some of which are motivated by
the current study. For example, we would like to study the temporal activity variations at a finer resolution
and understand its interactions with individual social capital.
With refinements, the proposed approach could allow billions of users to keep track of their evolving social capital scores and receive helpful suggestions. At a societal level, researchers could study social capital
related phenomena at unprecedented scales and ultimately guide data-driven policy making.
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